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The effect of coal particle agglomeration during pulverized coal combustion is studied using a plug-flow

model of a practical coal combustor. The model incorporates turbulent agglomeration, in addition to the

combustion equations, to explore certain combustor and coal parameters that may be used for optimizing a

chosen output parameter (e.g., burnout time). This routine has been used to develop relations describing the

effects of turbulent agglomeration on pulverized coal combustion as an aid in combustor design or

retrofitting. The results of this work indicate that, in agreement with general observations, agglomeration will

have little impact on pulverized coal combustion in typical combustors.
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initial ash mass fraction
turbulent friction coefficient
Stokes-Einstein diffusion coefficient,
mz/s
diffusion coefficient of oxygen in air,
mz/s

particle diameter, m
combustor characteristic diameter, m
number of fragments per particle
Boltzman constant 1.381 x 10-23 J\K
molar mass of carbon, 0.012011 kg/mol
molar mass of oxygen, 0.031998 kg/mol
Rosin–Rammler parameter
air pressure, Pa
mass flux of carbon per unit area,
kg/m2s
ideal gas constant, 8.314 J/mol . K
stoichiometric ratio
characteristic time, s
combustion time with coagulation, s
combustion time without coagulation, s
temperature, K
turbulent friction velocity, m/s
velocity, m/s
Rosin–Rammler parameter, m
oxygen mole fraction

Greek Symbols

a collision efficiency

E energy dissipation rate, W/s
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shear rate, 1/s
number density, l\m3
bulk number density, l/m3
volume fraction of solids
Kolmogorov length scale, m

density, kg/m3
Kolmogorov time scale, s
kinematic viscosity, m2/s

Subscripts

b burnout
D diffusion

s shear
P particle
T turbulent

g gas
m mean

INTRODUCTION

This paper deals with simultaneous aggrega-
tion and combustion in pulverized coal com-
bustion, a phenomenon not treated before. The
theory of agglomeration, begun by Smolu-
chowski [1] in 1917, has been applied in many
fields, ranging from powder processing in ma-
terials science to particulate-caused pollution
in environmental studies. An excellent overview
of this subj;ct is presented by Gregory [2], and
more detail can be found in Refs. [3–7].

Although works on coal combustion have, in
general, neglected the effects of particle ag-
glomeration [8– 13, to name a few], fragmenta-
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tion of coal-water slurry droplets [14, 15], and

agglomeration in fouling [16–18] and soot for-
mation [19–22] have already been looked at.
Despite this lack of attention in the literature
to aggregation in pulverized coal combustion,
an order of magnitude analysis reveals that at
certain regions of operating Reynolds number,
agglomeration could have a considerable im-
pact in a typical utility combustor employing
pulverized coal.

AGGLOMERATION ANALYSIS

Agglomeration is the process in which the
number of discrete particles in a system is
reduced as smaller particles join together to
produce larger ones. The phenomenon is most
commonly seen when dealing with particles
well under 1 mm in size. Typical examples
are found in rain, blood clotting, pollution
condensation and fallout, and milk curdling.
Applications include water treatment, food and
powder processing, separation, and pollution
control.

The rate of agglomeration of particles dis-
persed in a suspending fluid depends on the
size of the particles, the degree of mixing, and
the charge on the particles. Because modern
pulverized-coal utility plants use very finely
divided coal and highly turbulent mixing, both
of which promote high agglomeration rates,
the possibility of agglomeration is worth con-
sidering.

Agglomeration can be caused by three
mechanisms, each of which can determine the
actual rate at which particles collide. These are
Brownian diffusion (perikinetic), fluid motion
(orthokinetic), and differential settling or drag
[2-7].

Brownian motion is the random movement
of particles in suspension due to the thermal
energy of the system. This motion gives rise to
collisions between particles. Velocity gradients
in a fluid, induced by shear and turbulent
flows, also give rise to collisions as particles
moving at different speeds come into contact
with each other. Finally, differential settling
produces collisions as larger particles overtake
smaller ones. This last mechanism, however, is
negligible in coal consequence in coal combus-
tors, as even the largest particles are moving at

90%–97% of the bulk velocity and, thus, are
not allowed to settle. In order to determine if

either perikinetic or orthokinetic agglomera-
tion is important, estimates of the correspond-
ing agglomeration rates are required.

The basic theories of agglomeration are built
around three assumptions: (i) particles always
stick when they collide (which can be relaxed

using the collision efficiency, a); (ii) collisions
are binary, involving two particles (or aggre-
gates); and (iii) the process is statistically steady
state. The expression for the number density of
particles undergoing Brownian agglomeration
is [2]

WI
q(t) =

1 + t/iD‘

where

(1)

(2)

The agglomeration time i~ is analogous with
the radioactive half-life, since in one period i~
the number density of single particles is halved.

In shear-induced agglomeration the number

density will exhibit an exponential decay of the
form [3]

q(t) = qoe(-’lis), (3)

where the shear agglomeration time, i., is

(4)

The collision rate /31z between particles of any
two sizes undergoing shear agglomeration is

(5)

For identical particles, this result must be di-
vided by 2, to prevent counting each particle
twice, once as a test particle, and once as a
colliding particle;

(6)

To apply these two theories to turbulent
flow, appropriate length and time scales are
required. For isotropic turbulence, these are
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the Kolmogorov length and time scales, A and
I- respectively, representing the diameter of
the smallest turbulent eddy and its period of
rotation.

As suggested by Camp and Stein [24], one
may incorporate the Kolmogorov rate (1/I-) as
the shear rate in order to obtain the agglomer-
ation rate in isotropic turbulence. Prior to do-
ing so, however, it is necessary to define the
turbulent energy dissipation rate, ●, which,
along with the kinematic viscosity v, provides
expressions for A and ~. A dimensional analy-
sis is conjunction with Eq. 4 yields

(7)

where i~ is the turbulent agglomeration time,
and

4U.3
●=--.-L

D’
(8)

based on experimental work on pipe flow [25].
Here D is the pipe diameter. u*, the friction

velocity, is found from [26]

(9)

where Cj, the turbulent friction coefficient, is

given by [26]

0.316
~f =

Re114
(lo)

and Re = UD/v.
In order to model diffusive agglomeration in

turbulent flow, the diffusivity in equation (2) is
corrected to the turbulent diffusivity g~. From
Schlichting [26], therefore,

&2T = 0.037UL (11)

for a jet of fluid leaving a nozzle of diameter of
diameter L and velocity U.

To determine the dominant agglomeration
mechanism, it is necessary to compare the par-
ticle size, Dp, to the Kolmogorov microscale, A.
For Dp/A < 1 agglomeration is dominated by
the turbulent shear mechanism [27]. Whereas
for Dp/A > 1, turbulent diffusion is the con-

trolling mechanism. Finally, if Dp/A = 1, both
mechanisms apply.

With typical values of v = 2.07 X 10-4
mz/s, qO = 109 particles/m3, ~ = 10-5, and

others listed in Table 1, we find shear agglom-
eration to be the dominant mechanism, with a
characteristic time of IT = 25–265 s. Thus, with
a residence time scale of around one second,
which is typical of a utility coal combustor [8,
9, 12, 13, 28, 29], the effect of agglomeration is
indeed small. What follows next is a detailed
evaluation of this effect.

COMBUSTION ANALYSIS

Combustion of pulverized coal occurs in two
stages: (i) devolatilization and (ii) char combus-
tion. Devolatilization occurs when particles en-
tering the combustor are rapidly heated. Heat-
ing rates are 104 K/s or higher. With such
high heating rates, the volatile material is re-
moved and burned within about 0.02 s. For our
purposes, this is sufficiently rapid to be consid-
ered instantaneous. With coal composition and
volatile content known, the heat evolved and
the oxygen consumed can be calculated. This
loss of material, which will alter the density
and ash content of the resulting char, may be
evaluated with the R-factor of Badzioch and
Gregory [30]. Anthracite coal was selected

(from Ref. 9) for use in the model, with 9.34%
volatiles, 26. 15?6 ash, and 4.03% moisture, with
the balance carbon. Its initial density is 1636
kg/ins with an R-factor of O. In order to keep
the model tractable, we assume that the car-
bon and oxygen to carbon monoxide reaction is
dominant [8].

TABLE1

Typical Flow Properties of Cement Kilns and Shell Boilers

Cement Kiln Shell Boiler

D<(m) 2.5-3.5 0.75-1.33
Re[) 1.5–2 X 105 2–5 X 104
u (rn/’s) 21.6-72 10,8-48
~ ().0161-0.0149 0.0266-0.0211
uJx (m) 0.969-3,107 0.623-2.46
E(p/u) 1,04 -48.0 0,726 -79.9
A (m) 0.0017-0,0007 ().00 19-0,0006
Dfl ( pm) 50 50
Dp/A 0.0288-0.0751 0.0263-0.0853
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The results of Jia et al. [9] also indicate that

particle breakup on heating is important for
coal particles larger than about 2 mm. Baxter
[3], however, provides results for small parti-
cles, indicating that the number of daughter
particles, measured after combustion, varies
with initial particle size and coal rank, and can
reach into the hundreds. Both fragmentation
during devolatilization and percolate fragmen-
tation (during combustion) are modeled by as-
suming that the breakup process occurs imme-
diately, and that it produces a number of
daughters from each initial particle equal to ~.
This will cause the model to slightly over-
predict the effect of agglomeration due to
particles produced by percolate fragmentation.
This method was chosen because of a lack of a
standard model for percolate fragmentation
rates. Anthracite coal can be expected to have
an ~ near one.

COMBINED COMBUSTION AND
AGGLOMERATION MODEL

To assess the effect of agglomeration, a plug-
flow model of a pulverized coal combustor has

been developed. It takes the problem’s physical
parameters and, using certain assumptions,
provides the particle diameter, temperature,
and number density histories. These data are
then used to calculate “burnout” which is de-
fined as when 9970 of the combustible matter
is consumed, The solution is accomplished with
the IMSLTM routine DIVPRK, a 5th and 6th
order Runge–Kutta–Verner method [32].

The model works from 12 physical parame-
ters and 2 mathematical ones. To simplify en-
try, they are read from a file. The selection of
coal type sets the three coal parameters;
volatile fraction, ash fraction, and density. The
fineness and size distribution is set with the
Rosin–Rammler parameters x‘ and n, which
are discussed shortly. Combustor parameters
are coal and air feed rates, coal inlet tempera-
ture, gas and wall temperature, and inlet diam-
eter. Finally a value for the collision efficiency
is needed. The numerical routine further re-
quires values for its time step and the toler-
ance for its output.

A typical coal combustor operates with 207.
excess air, has an inlet velocity on the order of

30 meters per second, and a coal inlet temper-
ature close to room temperature. Combustor
wall temperature ranges from 600 to 840 K,
with a gas temperature of approximately 1400 K

[8, 9, 12, 28, 29]. The residence time is about
one second, and the typical coal will pass 80%
by weight through a 75-~m screen.

For a base case, we use the values tabulated
in Table 2. The relevant dimensionless param-

eters are the stoichiometric ratio, SR, the inlet
diameter Reynolds number, Re~c, and the ra-
tio of the combustor inlet diameter to the
mass-mean diameter, DC/D~~. These are de-
fined as

fi.lr X02

/

tic,,a,(l - A“)
SR =

A402 A4c

and

Dc~
Re~, = —,

v

where

rnair4
v=—” 2>

pITDc

(12)

(13)

(14)

we use values of 1.2, 2 x 105, and 20.66 m/s,
respectively, and Dc\D~~ is 40144. The impor-
tant temperature ratios are the wall and gas
temperatures divided by the coal inlet temper-
ature. These are 3.5 and 1.75, respectively.

The particle-size distribution in pulver-
ized coal is fairly well represented by the
Rosin–Rammler distribution, where the mass

TABLE2

Base Case for the Evaluation of Agglomeration Effects

Coal feed rate 5249 kg/h

Air feed rate 58000 kg/h

Gas temperature 1400 K

Wall temperature 700 K

Coal inlet temperature 400 K

Inlet diameter 2m

Coal type Anthracite

x‘ parameter 53 pm

n parameter 1.2

Number of fragments 1
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fraction of particles exceeding a diameter D,, is
given by the expression

R = exp[-(DP/x’)”]. (15)

Here x‘ is the size above which 1/e or 36.8%
of the particles fall, and n is a measure of the
size dispersion; the larger the n, the narrower
the distribution. Typically, for a utility coal,
x’ =53 Fm and n = 1.2.

The mass mean diameter, D~~ can be found

by integrating the product DP R(DP) over D,,.
This gives

1
D

mm

(1

=X’r—+l,
n

(16)

where r is the gamma function. For n between
1 and 1.5, 111/n + 1) varies between 1 and

0.9, indicating that x‘ is very close to D~~ for
typical coals, and D~~ is 50 ~m for the chosen
grind.

In order to model agglomeration, the parti-

cle size distribution has been divided into
bands. The mass fraction contained in a band
is the difference between the edge values of
the Rosin–Rammler distribution, R(D,)), and
is modeled as a constant diameter within the

band. With the known diameter and mass frac-
tion, the number density can be calculated
from the relative flow rates for air and coal.
Knowing the band number densities and diam-
eters, the turbulent collision rate (Eqs. 5 and
6) between any two bands can be calculated, as
can the collision rate for particles in a band
colliding with each other. These rates are used
to calculate the time derivatives of the number
density and diameter in each band. For colli-
sions involving two bands, the band with the
smaller diameter will lose number density and
mass, and the band with the larger diameter
will gain mass. In the case of collisions within a
band, there is only a change in number density.
Combustion, however, will change only the di-
ameter, not the number density.

These basic combustion equations apply to a

pure carbon particle, unlike real particles which
contain a non-combustible ash component. In
order to simulate this ash content, the combus-
tion rate is set to zero when the particle reaches
the size of the sphere of ash that would remain
after all the combustible matter has burned.

The combustion equations used assume that
the only product of combustion is CO, which
diffuses out from the particle to burn in the
gas phase. Earlier research indicates this to be
appropriate for pulverized fuels. To simplify
the model, devolatilization products are as-
sumed to burn away from the particle. These
assumptions yield a tractable model, appropri-
ate for iterative design, retrofitting work, and
short computing cycles. In the interest of space,
the details of the calculation are not included
here, and the reader is referred to Ref. 33.

RESULTS

To interpret the results of this study, four
parameters are important; ib, tb,)\ib,(tb/lbo)

– 1, and (dDP/dt)cO~bU,, /(dD,,/dt)c[,ag. Here,
i~ is the characteristic time, t~o is the burnout
time without agglomeration, and tb is the
burnout time with agglomeration. The last term
is the ratio of the rate of diameter decrease
due to combustion to the increase in diameter
due to agglomeration. The time ib is found by
assuming that a particle of the mass-mean
diameter burns at constant density with an
oxygen partial pressure of zero at its surface.
The mass transfer equation for this is

4h4c S30, Pg

q = DPRgT~ “

For a particle of constant density

dDP

(-1

2q
.—— .

dt ,<,~bu$~ P,,

(17)

(18)

Since T~ is difficult to define in this simple
case, (Tg + T., )/2 will be used instead. Hence,

(19)

which leads to i~ = 0.00656 s for the base case.
This is sufficiently close to that predicted by

the more sophisticated model for 50-~m parti-
cles.
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The ratio of the particle diameter change
due to combustion to that due to agglomera-
tion,

(%’)combus/(3coag
w2q dDP

——
Pp dt coag

24 McF’g 90ztr ~(–//3r), ),
——

Rg pP DUzT~
(20)

is also an indicator of when agglomeration will
be important. Substitution yields

(-1/(-12 q dDP

G

T. VDC
& l13iT)

Pp dt -coag = DP5q0 i73 “

(21)

For the base case Eq. 21 reduces to

(-)/H2q dD[,
= 382e(-I!Sf, )

dt
(22)

Pp Coag

where ?~ = 19 h. Thus, when the right-hand
side of Eq. 21 is on the order of unity (1 or 2
weeks), agglomeration is as important to
change in particle diameter as combustion.

When the diameter history is normalized
with respect to the initial diameter, all particle
tracks collapse into one curve, as can be seen
in Fig. 1. Closer examination of these curves at
initial times in Fig. 2 reveals that agglomera-
tion causes the particles to grow before they
begin to burn. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3,
the particles heat up to well over the equilib-
rium temperature during combustion, and then
cool down to it as they burn out.

To verify the data on number density, the
data on the largest particles were compared
with those predicted by assuming a monodis-
perse suspension of these particles. The model
and this theory differ by only 29Z0, and the
theory does not account for diameter varia-
tions due to collisions with particles from the
other bands.

The important results of this work are ex-
pressions predicting the burnout time with and
without agglomeration, and the simulating code

1
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Fig, 1. Normalized diameter versus dimensionless time,

illustrating the rate of particle-size reduction.
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Fig. 2. Comparison between three turbulence levels

itself. The burnout time without agglomeration
is found by setting the collision efficiency to
zero in the code, giving

lb()
—

ib –
- Lo4xlo-9(~)’;(%21 _3.

(23)

By using the ratio of this to the burnout time it
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Fig. 3. Comparison of temperature histories for three ini-
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is possible to assess the added burnout time
due to agglomeration:

th
= 1 + 2.03 x 10-24&#Re~~

‘b O

[

x 8162 f“3Dc . c
D

mm
}

(24)

This indicates when agglomeration can be ex-
pected to become important in combustor de-
sign, and will be valid for any reasonable com-
buster. Finally, using typical characteristics for
utility coal combustors, agglomeration is pre-
dicted to become an important factor when
Re~, exceeds about 2 x 106 or the combus-
tion/agglomeration rate ratio is of order 1.

CONCLUSIONS

A model has been developed to study agglom-
eration during coal combustion. Results from
this model provide a solid theoretical basis for
the historical assumption that agglomeration
can be ignored. Formulas have been developed
to determine the range of conditions under
which this assumption is valid. This range in-
cludes virtually all coal combustors.

The authors acknowledge the suppoti of
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Erratum

This work was published in F. F. Grinstein and K. Kailasanath, Comb. Flame 100:
2–10 (1995), where Fig. 1 was inadvertently omitted. The full abstract of the paper, the
missing figure, and minimal text discussing it are included here.

Three-Dimensional Numerical Simulations of
Unsteady Reactive Square Jets

F. F. GRINSTEIN* and K. KAILASANATH
Laboruto~ for Computational Physics and F[aid @namics, Code 6410, U.S. Naral Research Laboratory,

Washington, DC 20375-55’44,USA

Results of finite-difference, time-dependent numerical studies of the near field of subsonic, reactive square

jets were presented. The simulations model space/time-developing compressible (subsonic) jets, using

species- and temperature-dependent diffusive transport, and finite-rate chemistry appropriate for H~
combustion. Comparative measurements of entrainment for square jets were obtained based on evaluations

of streamwise mass-flux to obtain an assessment on how the jet development is affected by chemical

exothermicity and density differences between the jet and the surroundings. Depending on initial conditions

(i.e., on the chemical exothermicity level implied by the initial reactant concentration), chemical energy
release and expansion effects can be significant in determining reduced entrainment and initial jet growth

relative to corresponding nonreactive jets. The instantaneous product formation rates are closely correlated

with tbe local entrainment rates controlled by the vorticity bearing fluid. Instantaneous entrainment

rates—based on the rate of increase of mass flux of rotational fluid-were found to be significant in tbe

regions of roll-up and initial self-deformation of vortex rings, and then farther downstream, in the vortex

merging region, where fluid and momentum transport between the jet and its surroundings are considerably

enhanced by the presence of hairpin vortices aligned with the corners. Analysis of the combustion dynamics

in terms of scalar mixing fraction diagnostics previously used in laboratory reactive turbulent jet experiments,

was shown to be also potentially useful in characterizing their transitional regime by bringing out the relation

between product formation rates and underlying fluid dynamical events.

DISCUSSION

Figure 1 exemplifies the unsteady jet dynamics
for “Run 5“ from [1], at two typical times, in

terms of volume renderings of the tempera-
ture, vorticity magnitude, and fuel molar frac-
tion. The dynamics of non-reactive square jets
has been discussed elsewhere [2]. Specific com-

bustion features of the reactive jet develop-
ment—some of which are illustrated in Fig. 1
—include: 1) more disorganized vorticity dy-
namics in the reactive jets due to expansion
effects and baroclinic vorticity production asso-

*Corresponding Author. Presented at The Twenty-fifth

Symposium (International) on Combustion, Irvine, CA,

Ju]y 31 -August 5, 1994.

0010-2180/95/$9.50
SSDI 001 O-21XO(95)OO062-B

ciated with chemical exothermicity; 2) distinct
high-temperature regions associated with the
convective concentration of burnt gas—mainly
composed of product and diluent—and gov-
erned by the dynamics of vortex-ring deforma-
tion and hairpin (braid) vortices; and 3) instan-
taneous chemical production occurring at the
outer edges of the rings, in the high-strain
neighborhoods of the interfaces between reac-
tants, where diffusive mixing takes place for
the relatively fast flows considered here [3].
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a) b) c)
Fig. 1. Unsteady jet dynamics for Run 5 at two typical times, in terms of (color) volume renderings of temperature
(a), vorticity magnitude (b) and fuel molar fraction (c), ranging between minimum (semi-transparent blue) and maxi-
mum (opaque red) values: (a) TO–l.8T0, (b) O.l!2P,k-QPC,k, (c) 0.0-0.4. Isosurfaces (gray-shaded) of the vorticity
magnitude (Q) for Q= 0.5Q@ have been superimposed for reference in frames a) and C) . The flow direction is from

bottom to top in each frame, and time advances from the top to the bottom row (time separation is r = 1/j.


